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Clinic Fiore is a specialist 
Private dermatology skin 
clinic in 65 Endell Street, 
Covent Garden London, 
providing aesthetic 
treatments for both men 
and women. They offer a 
broad range of treatments 
including hair removal, 
anti-wrinkle, skin peels, 
laser skin resurfacing and 
fat reduction treatments. 
Flavio truly believes that 
‘Beauty is for Everyone.’

What was it that inspired Clinica Fiore 
Ltd? 

What Lynton equipment do you use 
at your clinic?

And are you happy with the clinical 
results you see? 

Why did you choose Lynton as your 
aesthetic technology supplier? 
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ClinicaFioreSkinMedica

www.clinicafiore.co.uk What advice would you give to a clinic 
considering laser or IPL?

#weuseLynton

I felt in the industry you either had expensive 

treatments with good service or cheap treatments with 

bad service. I wanted to provide affordable treatments 

with fantastic service so that everybody could benefit from 

aesthetic treatments regardless of budget. My moto being 

‘Beauty is for Everybody’. I felt the need to provide 

affordable treatments without compromising on the quality 

which I believe is why we are still thriving in this economic 

climate and the reason behind our success.

We use the LUMINA® alongside the 585, 650, 650 

Advanced, Long Pulsed Nd:YAG and Fractional Laser 

handpieces. We also have the Promax Lipo for skin 

tightening and body contouring. 

We couldn’t wish for better results! The feedback from 

my 15 years plus experienced practitioners and our 

regular faithful client base over 9 years is great. As with 

any treatments the results will vary due to several factors 

but the training we had with Lynton is so extensive and 

knowledgeable that we are able to give the best 

consultations and this enables us to manage our clients 

expectations. Results are always great in our experience.

We have been working with Lynton Lasers for the 

past 9 years since Clinica Fiore opened its doors 

to the public. Lynton was my first choice due to the 

extensive medical studies behind their machines, 

and the amazing reputation within the industry. We 

have been so happy and we feel extremely looked 

after by the fantastic Lynton team.

Do not waste your time looking somewhere 

else. Award-winning Lynton Lasers is the answer 

to all your laser hair removal and skin rejuvenation 

needs.

Flavio Refrigeri  - Clinic Director


